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Program Notes 
 
This treatment has been done for strings alone with an optional part for Harp. The original key of F has been 

retained, and the optional harp part is embraced by the celli in definitive sections. A few things to consider:  

 

1. The "breath marks" (') or "take bow" cues are Mahler's.  

2. The ossia at mm. 30-31 and 60 are intended to fulfill the intended effect while being easier to perform for 

the less-experienced ensemble.  

3. At m. 60, the high A in Violin I is optional, but very effective. Even a splitting of the As into octaves is 

recommended if possible.  

4. The tempo should not be rushed. The music should unfold deliberately and with restraint.  

5. Observe Mahler's fine gradations throughout the work of the p dynamic. The constant use of ppp, pp, p, mp 

must be different and contrasting to each other, except for the very few measures of f and ff and the final 

ending, as this is important. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Arranger 
 

Lauren Keiser is a composer, arranger, editor, and music publisher whose works 

have been performed in America, the Far East and Europe.  He studied privately 

with Elie Siegmeister, Isaac Nemiroff, Harold Gilmore, and Krzysztof  Penderecki.  

His bestselling string orchestra arrangements for middle and high schools are on 

many state adoption lists. 

 

Lauren has devoted many years of his career supporting and publishing composers 

and songwriters. He has worked with famous “pop” musicians, publishing and editing hundreds of their 

printed music editions. His publishing work with modern “classical” composers include several Pulitzer Prize 

winners. Over the course of four decades, he has occupied top executive positions in the music publishing 

industry and has served as Vice Chairman of the International Confederation of Music Publishers and 

President of the Music Publishers Association of the USA. Presently, he sits on the ASCAP Symphonic and 

Concert Music Committee and the National Music Council Board. He is the creator and co-founder of “Music 

in Our Schools,” the national celebration of music in American schools. 
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Recent and Selected String Orchestra Publications
FULL ENSEMBLE WORKS

BEETHOVEN, LUDWIG VAN Keiser, Lauren

Allegretto from Symphony No. 7, Op. 92SO115C HL234417
One of the great slow movements of all time, this music takes you from what sounds like a 
mournful funeral march in A minor to a contrasting A major section that sounds almost 
joyous. This arrangement captures the essence of the original work, as from the beginning 
until m. 76. It duplicates the original with the exception of the reassignment of roles. Playing 
the recording of the original will be helpful in providing the students with a model for 
performance.

CARLSON, STUART
Christmas SinfoniettaSO105C HL210375

This original work was inspired by the feeling of waking up to a new Christmas morning. 
With the chiming of tubular bells and jingling of sleigh bells, this piece is a perfect addition to 
the time-honored favorites for your Holiday Concerts!

Deck the BellsSO106C HL210377
As the title would suggest, “Deck the Halls” and “Jingle Bells” are combined in this breezy 
and fun arrangement. However, rather than being a simple medley in this case, the tunes 
are playfully rearranged and juxtaposed in sections of counterpoint between full melody 
passages, adding a classical touch to these Christmas Favorites.

O Silent, Holy NightSO108C HL210379
After the lush opening bars, this medley opens with the whispered melody of Silent Night 
over pizzicato arpeggios and a leisurely shuffling bass. A seamless transition to 6/8 lifts us 
swiftly into the strains of “Oh Holy Night,” where the melody is passed among every voice, 
gradually building to a climax to the end, where the final bars of the arrangement return to 
the reverent silence of the opening. This piece is the perfect addition where that moment of 
repose in a holiday program is just the thing you’re looking for.

FRANCK, CESAR Keiser, Lauren

Symphony in D Minor (Movement II: Allegretto)SO123C HL277853
This string orchestra arrangement by Lauren Keiser of the second movement "allegretto" 
from Franck's Symphony in d minor. It is an ideal study in pizzicato for beginning to 
intermediate ensembles.

KEISER, LAUREN
AdorationSO116C HL277847

This cantabile piece works great as a short lyrical interlude in a program. Written for the 
advancing intermediate ensemble, the score features expanded use of rhythms, ranges and 
keys, but technical demands are still carefully considered. Viola T.C. parts are included.

Ballade for StringsSO111C HL234419
Here's an especially beautiful and lush original that combines the intimacy of chamber music 
with the strength of a string orchestra. Soaring melodic lines over romantic-style harmonies 
will bring your strings and your audience to new heights. The work employs four distinct 
thematic elements. Expressive playing is required throughout. Ballade is written for 
advancing ensembles, with expanded use of rhythms, ranges and keys, but technical 
demands are still carefully considered. Viola T.C. and optional piano reduction are included.

MAHLER, GUSTAV Keiser, Lauren

Adagietto from Symphony No. 5SO112C HL234421
This treatment has been done for strings alone with an optional part for harp. The original 
key of F has been retained, and the optional harp part is embraced by the celli in definitive 
sections. This arrangement is playable by advancing ensembles, with expanded use of 
rhythms, ranges and keys but technical demands are still carefully considered. Includes viola 
T.C. parts and optional harp and piano.

MASSENET, JULES Keiser, Lauren

Meditation from the Opera "Thais"SO119C HL275643
This famous melody from the opera Thais has been performed by countless violinists, 
including Itzhak Perlman and Joshua Bell. Now you can feature a young soloist in the 
opening section of this new edition for string orchestra by Lauren Keiser.

MENDELSSOHN, FELIX Carlson, Stuart

Hark the Herald Angels SingSO107C HL210381
If you are looking for a grand closer for your Christmas concerts, this short yet climactic 
arrangement fits the bill. Following the tutti opening, the main theme enters simply stated as 
a quartet with one player per part on the upper four voices. Players join as the initial theme 
builds to a transition and key change mid-piece, now in a broader fashion, it blooms into its 
grandiose conclusion.

MOZART, WOLFGANG AMADEUS Keiser, Lauren

Romanza from Horn Concerto No. 3, K. 447SO118C HL275641
A famous theme from Mozart's horn concerto is adapted for strings with this new teaching 
and performance edition from Lauren Kaiser.  Treat your students to the genius of Mozart 
with this beautifully rendered orchestration for string ensemble.

NISHIMURA, YUKIKO
LavandeSO122C HL277851

Lavande is the French word for the lavender flower, which is the inspiration for this work by 
Yukiko Nishimura. It presents an ideal vehicle for young string orchestras to explore the 
nuances of adagio playing with rich harmonies and soaring melodic lines.

Star Ship for String OrchestraSO121C HL277849
In Japan there is an old tale which has been told since before time began. Two of the most 
beautiful stars in the night sky are Altair, representing Man and Vega, representing Woman. 
These two lovers can meet each other only one time each year, on the night of July 7th. 
Living on opposite sides of the Milky Way, they have to ride a ship to meet each other on 
that night. If it rains, they cannot see each other because the river of light in the sky is 
swollen. The name of the star ship that Altair and Vega ride is called "Hoshi no Fune". I 
wanted to express in music the pain of these separated lovers.

SAINT SAENS, CAMILLE Keiser, Lauren

Swan, TheSO124C HL277855
The Swan by Saint Saens is one of the most recognizable themes of the Romantic period. 
This arrangement for string orchestra by Lauren Keiser captures the essence of this beatiful 
melody while adapting it to the abilities of beginning and intermediate musicians.

STRAVINSKY, IGOR Keiser, Lauren

Round Dance from the Ballet "The Firebird"SO117C HL234423
This medium-easy arrangement is the ideal introduction of this monumental ballet to young 
string players. Includes a piano reduction in the score for ease of rehearsal. The scoring 
employs expanded use of rhythms, ranges and keys but technical demands are still carefully 
considered. Optional viola TC parts are also included.

TCHAIKOVSKY, PETER Keiser, Lauren

Waltz from Serenade for StringsSO120C HL277862
Taken from the second movement of the Serenade (and similar to the minuets of his idol, 
Mozart), Tchaikovsky's Valse also resembles many of his own ballet movements. Lauren 
Keiser's skilled adaptation is designed for teaching this important style and genre to young 
players.

TRADITIONAL Carlson, Stuart

Carol of the BellsSO104C HL210383
This intermediate arrangement blends a traditional approach to this holiday favorite with a 
popular twist somewhat reminiscent of the scores of Leroy Anderson. The melody is passed 
among all the sections as variety is breathed into the ostinato patterns with variations in 
texture, dynamics, rhythm, and the use of pizzicato. Care has been taken in the placement 
of bowings at key points and ensuring the parts are well balanced between variety and 
playability for the abilities of school and community orchestras.

WADE, JOHN FRANCIS Carlson, Stuart

O Come All Ye FaithfulSO109C HL210387
The straightforward scoring makes this arrangement very playable, while containing a few 
flourishes that will challenge and excite players as well as audiences. This piece is well 
suited for orchestras with limited rehearsal time and a stronger violin section.

Questions/ comments? info@laurenkeisermusic.com
Exclusively distributed by
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